Introduction
I/-cones ([Z] ) and hyperharmonic cones ([5] ) are ordered convex cones possessing order properties similar to those of positive superharmonic and hyperharmonic functions, respectively, on harmonic spaces. An ä-cone can always be extended to a hyperharmonic cone by adjoining to it an element m. This extension does not generally have potential-theoretic properties. In this paper we construct a completion of an ä-cone which resembles a set of positive hyperharmonic functions on an §-harmonic space. We recall that a harmonic space X is S-harmonic if for any r € X there exists a positive superharmonic function on X which is strictly positive at r.
In §-harmonic spaces every positive hyperharmonic function is a pointwise supremum of an upward directed family of positive superharmonic functions [3, Corollary 2.3.71. In our completion of an ä-cone ,5, every element is a supremum of an upward directed family of elements in ^S. We present three characterizations of a completion. A completion of an ä-cone .9 is a set of some functions in ^9 (Theotern 2.7). This idea of a completion is stated in [4, p. 18] . Moreover, a completion is a set of upward directed families for which an equivalence relation is defined (Theorem 2.8). This extension was considered in [6, Proposition 2.2.] . Lastly a completion of an ff -cone § is a set of some subsets of .9 (Theorem 2.9). Thus i is a one-to-one mapping from .9 onto f(^9). Since (s A u *t Au) Au: (s+f)A(u *s)n(t*u)n 2uAu: (s+ t) ttu, the mapping i is also additive. Using (2.L2) we easily see that a.i.(s): i(as). Consequently (i(,S),O,() is an ä-cone which is isomorphic with (.9, +, <).
The cone i(S) is solid in 3. Indeed, assume that r/ e 3 and pr € i(,9) such t}aat r! ( trr. Then p(t) :s Af for some s e,9 and rb(t) SsAt ( s for all t e .9.
Hence Vres ty'(r) exists and ,b@):(VU(t))n" r€s forall ue S whichmeans rh:i(Vresrh$). Toprovethat i(S) isorderdense, suppose that r! e 3. Then ,b@) : Vres 4(r) A u for all u € ,9 by Proposition 2.4(iii) and furtherb : Y res i(rb(t)) .
Collecting the material proved above we establish by Theorem 1.5 the assertion that 3 i. a hyperharmonic cone. We still have to show that (H4) holds in S. Let .F c 3 be directed upwards. Using the results stated earlier we notice (+ n (V r))(") :,b@) ^ (V rxu) : $(") n ! r("). [{,.yr(p(") +'i(')) 
